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CASE STUDY

DeveByte's comprehensive content marketing
and SEO strategies helped Faber LLP rank higher on

 Google for 14 high-volume keywords.
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About 
Faber LLP
Faber LLP is a full-service, Edmonton-based accounting firm that offers accounting and 
assurance, advisory, and taxation services. Founded in 2000 by Dan Faber, the company has 
been serving the industry for 20 years. 

They have professional chartered professional accountants who have worked with 
businesses of all sizes across various industries in Alberta, including agriculture, healthcare, 
legal services, manufacturing, energy, information technology, and more. 



Key Challenges 
For Faber LLP
Faber LLP struggled with various problems leading to ineffective online presence, denying 
them the attention of its target audience.

They lacked a visual appeal due to poor branding. The Google My Business listing was not 
linked to their website, causing the company to lose traffic in local searches. Their Google My 
Business account only had one review.

Their website lacked some major features. Their blog section was hidden under the resources 
tab and contained blurred images.

To improve its web presence and rank higher on the search engines,
 Faber LLP turned to  Devebyte for help.

The company's online exposure was severely restricted. "We want to market our professional 
services to businesses of all sizes in Alberta looking for specialized full-service accounting 
solutions," said the Faber LLP marketing manager.
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The 
Game Plan
At Devebyte, our experts specialize in using a custom-built, evidence-based approach to 
online marketing. We conducted a detailed competitor's analysis, industry research, audit-
ing the Faber LLP website, and formulated a personalized strategy to help them get ahead 
of the competition. 

They wanted to improve their Google search ranking position to generate more leads, 
which would maximize their conversion rates. 

Our analysis showed that Faber LLP struggled to reach their target audience, severely impact-
ing the demand for their services. We came up with a detailed SEO strategy that included: 

The results? Astounding. See for yourself!

Content marketing

Creating and optimizing Google My Business listings

Website optimization
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Here's All We 
Have Accomplished
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Website Optimization



We developed a modern, visually appealing logo for Faber LLC to make them instantly 
recognizable and improve their brand credibility.
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LOGO

We created a Favicon that serves as branding for their website. It allowed clients who 
open multiple tabs to recognize their website.

Favicon

We added a dedicated "Blog" section to their homepage. We also identified and solved 
the problems leading to low image quality.

Blog Page



Our professionals optimized Google My 
Business page for the client. We 
encouraged the client to ask for more 
reviews and increased the Google 
reviews to nine, which added to the 
client's credibility.

Moreover, the website button redirects 
the user to the client's website, 
maximizing the chances of generating 
more leads.
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LOGOGoogle
My Business



Within a few months of implementing our content marketing and SEO optimization 
energy, we saw an improvement in Google's SERPs' overall ranking. 

Our report showed that Faber LLP was steadily rising in the search engines and 
getting more traffic on their website. 

The company previously ranked 58th for the keyword "tax consultancy firm 
Edmonton." They moved to number 9 after the first month of using our services.

The company ranks high on the search engine for more relevant keywords, including 
"accounting firm Edmonton," which is a high-volume keyword for their industry. 
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LOGOLet's Talk
Numbers



Where Do The
 Keywords Rank Now?

01 accounting firm Edmonto 58 17

02 corporate finance Edmonton Not Ranked 62

03 tax consultant Edmonton Not Ranked 59

16

55

57

Table 1: Keywords and rankings for Faber LLP 
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The table shows some of these keywords, their ranking before Faber LLP came to us, 
and their ranking after we employed our SEO strategies.

We successfully managed to rank Faber LLC on the first page of Google for a 
highly-competitive keyword, "full-service accounting firm Edmonton," putting them 
head-to-head against the competition.

S. No. Keywords BeforeSEO Renewal Rankings 
(December 16)

December 29



Comparative Analysis of
The Keyword Rankings

01 Business Audit Edmonton 1

02 corporate reorganizations Edmonton 1

03 trust planning Edmonton 1
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This table shows the top keywords ranking before and after we employed our 
specialized SEO strategies.

S. No. Keywords January 14, 2021

1

7

70

04 cpa firms Edmonton 12

05 CPA Edmonton 12

49

68

06 tax consultancy firm Edmonton 1561

Before SEO 
(2-Apr-2020)

07 13Not Rankedaccounting firms in edmonton alberta



Table 2: The latest keywords and rankings for Faber LLP

08 16

09 16
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We significantly improved many of the keywords ranking over time. Their website 
ranks as the top result for three keywords. Also, we ranked the client for five keywords 
they didn't rank before previously. These results will further improve with time.

Here's a screenshot of the high-volume keyword appearing on Google search results. 

56

58

10 27

11 30

61

Not Ranked

12 32Not Ranked

13 61Not Ranked

14 61Not Ranked

tax advisory Edmonton

accounting firm Edmonton

accounting firms in edmonton ab

estate planning Edmonton

accounting companies in Edmonton

corporate finance Edmonton

tax consultant Edmonton



We wanted to promote the client's services in a visual and simple-to-understand 
way, so we focused our SEO services on creating engaging blogs. From talking about 
tax preparation basics to helping the target audience learn about the accounting 
challenges, the informative content covered everything.

Our writers created compelling and engaging content pieces that communicated 
the client's services in a professional tone. We also used educational infographics 
that delivered relevant information to the target audience.

The strategically-formulated and keyword-rich content led to improved ranks on 
Google's SERPs for Faber LLP.
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LOGODesigning a Winning 
Numbers



The GMB optimization generated more leads for Faber LLP. 679searches trigger 
Faber LLP's business profile.

Figure 1: A comparison of search results on
 Faber LLC's GMB profile
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LOGOGoogle My 
Business Insights



Figure 2: A graphical representation of conversions made 
through Faber LLC's GMB listings

These listings generated profitable conversions. 2.26K customers found their listing 
on the search, and 2.16K customers found their listing on Maps.
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LOGOLeads Generation 
Through Searches and Maps



Figure 3: A graphical representation of the frequency of the most-performed
 conversions through Faber LLC's GMB listings

The listing generated valuable leads. 182 customers proceeded to visit their 
website, 182 customers proceeded to request directions to their business, and 91 
customers proceeded to call their business.
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LOGO



Here's a sneak peek at some of the
published work that we have done
for the client:

Informative and visually 
attractive. 

INFOGRAPHICS

Some of Our  
Our Published 
Work!
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https://www.faberllp.com/insights/accounting-and-payroll-services-infograph/
https://www.faberllp.com/insights/improving-cash-flow-for-your-gym-infograph/
https://www.faberllp.com/insights/manage-your-business-with-these-cash-flow-tips-infograph/
https://www.faberllp.com/insights/income-tax-residency-amid-covid-19-infograph/


Tower Optical’s Standing
Among Competitors on Google
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Engaging, keyword-rich, and unique content.

BLOGS:

https://www.faberllp.com/insights/3-services-your-accountant-can-provide-for-your-business/
https://www.faberllp.com/insights/3-common-tax-deductions-and-tax-credits-you-can-benefit-from/
https://www.faberllp.com/insights/tips-for-measuring-success-of-your-small-business-infograph/
https://www.faberllp.com/insights/3-key-steps-to-follow-when-planning-your-taxes/


Exciting and educational articles.

ARTICLES
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http://www.legalityofit.com/common-small-business-tax-deductions-missed-canada/
http://www.legalityofit.com/3-reasons-hire-accountant-small-business/
http://www.legalityofit.com/5-important-financial-decisions-review-year-ends/


Our professional services helped Faber LLP improve their online presence for local search 
and rank higher for high-volume keywords to reach their target audience.

Devebyte offers effective SEO solutions to businesses spread across all industries. We 
guarantee results by improving your overall online marketing strategy. 

Ready to get started? Give our professionals a call at 1-780-445-4359.

"Devebyte has friendly and knowledgeable professionals. Our search rankings and 
organic web traffic significantly improved after their SEO strategy." 
– General Manager, Faber LLP

Faber LLP's Testimonial 

Hire Devebyte to
Dominate SERPs!
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http://devebyte.com/

